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PADUCA.11. KY., SUNDAY MORNING, JULY
29, 1906.

VOL 231 NO. 75

RUMOR OF ANOTHER MOB RIFE
SUED OWNER
MAYOR TAKES POLICE COURT FINES HAVE
IN THE CITY LAST NIGHT OF AUTOMOBILE
WITIONS
AVERAGED ABOUT $90 PER DAY
GEORGE

7.7.=
CHANCE, SO HID NEGRO OUT—LARGE CROWD OF MAYFIELD PEOPLE IN THE CITY BUT NOTHING WAS
DONE
TOWARDS STORMING JAIL.

Ii

It was repor'ed yesterday that a
snob intended coming here quietly
from Graves county and take Allen
Matthews, colored, out of the county
jail and lynch him last night, but the
rumored visitation did not occur. It
is an acknowledged fact, noticed by
many people, that an unusually large
lumber of ,Maytield people were in
the city last evening walkilng around
in smal crowds of two or three together, and when eneetiag eaqh other
would speak a few wordas and pass
on. It was thought they had eterne.
'sere a few at a time and kept away
from each other,- until an oportune
moment to storm the Jail in the still
flours of night, when they would try
to get hold of Matthews'. • the self,
.cenfessed rapist.
•

HATHWAY
AND DIRECTS LETTERS TO RAILANNIE THOMAS SUE BEN
ROADS TO PUT
NIGHT
JUDGE EDWARD PURYEAR
AD OPTING EFFECTIVE
WEILLE.
REMEDY
GATEMEN ON DUTY.
WHICH HE BELIEVES WILL
HAVE TENDENCY TO
REFORM MANY OF THE OLD
0FF'ENDERS, WHO
HAVE BEEN
FAMILIAR FIGURES IN THE
POLICE COURT FOR
YEARS.

CLAIM LATTER'S MACHINE
CALLS THEIR ATTENTION
CAUSED THEIR INJURY
TO PREVAILING ORDINANCES

Jailer James Eaker did no want ts.
The police court will this month
take any chances of having the negro
prove the best paying brancb of mu- could meet what they thought of the
lynched here in this city, so early in
nicipal government, and several of- manner in svh:oh Judge Puryear was
the evening he placed the darky in
assessing i.iab fines against the
WARRANT ISSUED CHARGING ALSO TOOK UP
ficitis
remarked yesterday that if Judge
WITH MANcharge of deputies and had then to
chronic offenders, and that he
Puryea
r
did not
continu
es
the excellent rec- find a
FRANKIE DIXON, NEGRESS,
keep him in hiding until early this
AGER
single permits but who heartily
BLEECKER
QUESord
he
is
startoi
ng
out
with,
there,
morning. The jailer got word yesWITH MAINTAINING DISwill be no necessity for the city to approved of the action and strongly
TION OF CHILDREN RIDi wished that the judge would
terday of the rumored coming of the
issue
bonds
continue,
for brick street, as the i as
ORDERLY DANCE.
ING ON HALF-FARE.
mob, and kid the negro out to keep
it is the only way in which terese
police court revenue will be large
old
law
alive until he Is gotten back to
violators will be broken of
enough to pay for all this character
their habit of fighting, gietAing
Mayfield, where they can do anyth,n,s
ofywork.
.drunic
and raising the mischief. Hereto
they desire with him and Paducahans Pilot Hawkins Filed Suit Against Cotutcilman Race nipple
fore
y closed the sixteenth day
of the
they hove been aseessed small sums
wil not protest, as all expressions
of Judge Pureyear's regime, and
Owners of Steamer Monie Bauer
Fourth Ward Handed His Resigthe and t•dd to go and sin no
indicate sympathy for the young
'more,
docket book for hiss court showee
d it was just like pouring water but
For Money Claimed Due For
lady, and no protest at mobs.
nation Yesterday to the
on a
that in that lengtih of time he
had
This morning the officers ke, t a
assessed fines amounting to $1,413 ciii:k's back, as they would be up beServices,
fore the court againt ha leess than
Mayor.
watch upon the passenger train corna
against offenders, brought before him.
week for another small penalty.
He has fourteen
mg at 1:43 o'clock from Mayfield, but
days yet beeJudge Puryear said he intended' seefore he serves ant 'his first month
very few passengers got off, merely
Lawyer Mike 0:iver will tomorrow
in that these old. faces did not
As
anticip
ated,
Mayor
apYeiser yes- and at the piesent rate the Imes
transents.
in the circuit court
will pear before hinv so often, and
file two suits t4slay took up himself the questio
cannot
ns equal sosnething like $2.000.
think of a better way than giving
against Ben Weille, one for George afigut the street railway
This t,4t3 for the first sixteen
company
them a fine which they will remember.
d.uring the rainfall shortly before 2:3o Hathway for $2075 and one for alerting full fare to children be- days does not include the costs
which
l ot-lock
It is
Annie
Thoma
s
for
$2,000
damage
s.
tween
will
5
in the afternoon. The bituand 12 years of age, ant also
probably run the total up to court very seldom the fines of the
heretofore have run over $600
Hathwa
y
states
that July 5th, 1906, about the railroads keeping wathce
lithic men had just dumped a lot of
n about $1,7oo.
per month, except ais those quarterly
he
was
driving
his
in
light
wagon
Up
on
Fin
One
well
e the boiling hot composition onto the
at night at crossing gates.
known legislative official periods
a
11
when the saloon keepers and
street when the rain started, and as North Eighth between Jefferson and
As provisions affecting these points yesterday said he had taken particular bawdy home
propietors were rounded
Monroe
streets
,
pains
and
had
the
to
woman
ask as many people as be up and
are already aws, the
tlit drops fell on the composition
legislative
assessed.
mentio
ned
with
him,
when
Weille
boaeds
tliey
were
quickly
have
converted into
nothing to do with them,
ABOUT $5ci0 WORTH OF NEW
steam. This lasted for only a few rode up in his automobile that struck so yesterday the mayor directed a
EQUIPMENT
TO
moments as the bitu'ithic quickly the wagon of Hathway. The acci- letter to General Agent Donovan of
BE
dent scared the horse and the man the Illinois Central
cooled off.
railroad and SupINSTALLED.
and woman were pitched out of the erintendent Hills
of the N., C. & St.
rig and badly injured, so the 1,ser- L., railroad, calling their
attention to PLAYED AT
BOARD OF HEALTH.
VINCENNES AND
tion is made. Both want $2.000 each the fact that the
ordinances specificThe Elks Will Hold Ipitial Gatherfor individual damages, while Hath- ally prescribed that watchm
INDIANS LOST ON WILD
en sha I
Meeting Was Not Held on Account nay asks
for $175 additional on ac- be kept "both day and night"
ing in New Place, and Not the
at all
OFFICERS LET LAWSON GO
THROW,
of a Quorum Nbt Being Present. icount of his vellicle being torn up, the crossing :gates, and that the raila •
and
having
he
Knights of Columbus.
to incur doctor's bilk roads must comply with the law. At
UNTIL OTHERS ARE
On account of yesterday being to attend his injuries.
present the gatemen are at their posi I
CAUGHT.
Saturday and nearly all the members
Only during the day, and when they Paducah Dug Hard For a
Victory,
Frankie Dixon Warranted. Olive camp, Woodmen of the engaged at their business, the city
leave at dusk, throw up the gates.
but Went Down In
World, has bought the lease of the board of health did not hold the
The residents of Rowlandtown are Then during—she night the many
Elks' lodge in the Thomas Leech meeting contemplated, only two of Zstermined
Detective Moore Gets Reward From
acciden
ts
occur.
to s break up the big
Defeat.
building of North Fourth street, and the officials being able to attend. dances conduc
Supt. Hills of the N, C. & St. L.
ted there nightly by
Government for Capturing Wilwil: use for its lodge meetings the This necessitated a
postponement the colored people under supervision railroad informed the mayor that al4
.1
.9*,
floor formerly occupied by the Elks, that carries the gathering over until of Frankie
hams—Minor Arrests.
Dixon, the notorious though he wanted to have everything
How They Stand.
who tomorrow move their furniture tomorrow evening at 7:30 o'clock.
itegress who runs a disorder:y estab- for protection of the public, still it
and paraphernalia over to the new
lishment on West Court street in the looked a litfe hard for them to keep ...
L Pct.
home on North Fifth sire .t beside
RIVER RIPPLING..
led light district.
31 .635
The respectable watchmen on at night, as they run V incennes
Chares Lawson, tile negro s..ho
54
the postoffice.
t.t-ople living in Rowlandtown have no trains after the passenger gets i n Cairo
45 40 .5291 had his throat cut fait' Monday night,
There was twp months of the Elks'
at 8:30 o'clock until the following Jacksonville
44 41 .500 has been released by the police as
Yesterday there departed for the complained time and again to th•
lease unexpired, and Olive camp asPaducah
mornin
g,
therefei
authori
re
ties,
there
but
is
movno
the
latter
do
nothin
Tennes
g
39 44 .470 he was being held pending an *fivesse
river the steamer Jim Dufsuming this, will lease the floor for
towards stopping the dances, as when ing over their tracks. They have one Danville
fy. after a tow of ties.
39
47 .453 ligation into the affair, but the authtwo years wises the other runs out.
.393 orities have tieuelr.ltut•eaught WOlie
The steamer Kentucky got out for the officers go there naturally the gate at Eleventh and Norton, and the Mattoon
33
51
The Woodmen are preparing to equip
the Tennessee river yesterday after- darkies are quiet and peaceable. Yes- other at the Union depot.
Wisely and Gus Armstl,mg, colored,
t
hall wittsnipti tAtsthe fit possible. soon.
General Agent Donovan of the I
Schedule For Today.
She comes hack again next terday the people of that vicinity got
who did the cutting during the fight
already taking Meat, the furniture
out a warrant against Frankie Dixon, C. is not in the city.
Thursday nintit.
at Fourth and Monroe streets Tnere
Paducah at Mattoon
and fixtures that il1 c9st something
As to the car Company charging
The Joe Fowler comes in today charging her with maintaining A nniswas no charge agabist Lawson, whQ
Cairo
at
like $500.
Vincennes.
AA
from Evansville and lays here until ance. A large number of both white children between 5 and 11 years of
is still in the city ready for thel
The Knights of tolumbus have to o'clock tomorr
Jackson
viPle
at Danville. authori
ow morning before and colored people lodged complaint age full fare if they do not have the
ties when the latter find the
been meeting in the —ict. Ilan on elating out on her return.
•
with Justice Charles Emery, who half rate coupons, the mayor had the
two accused.
North Fourth street, sub-renting
The John S. Hopkins left yesterday issued the warrant which was turned manager of the railway to come to
Vincennes, Ind., July 2g.— Today's
from the Elks, and now on the latter for Evansville and comes back again
over to Constable A. C. Sheton, sv'to his office, where Mr. Bleecker was game witnessed the greatest battle
Gets Reword.
moving to the wew home on North next Tuesday.
wrested the negress.
The woman given a communication asking him to of the season. Asher threw his own
Fourth, the Columbian Knights move
Late tomorrow night the seemlier gave bond
Detective T. J. Moore vesterday
for her appearance next comply with the ordinance prescrib- game away in fifteenth with two
their effects there as they, have ClYde will come out of the TennesTuesday when the case will be trite!. ing that only half fare shall b: down, Mitchell singled and Wilker- received word that he would ,get a
arranged to meet at the new sit-tic- see over and lay here until five
reward from the United States ecvcharged those of this age, and no son hit for two bases. Asher
made ernment
-lure also. The knights will hold next o'clock Wednesday afternoon before
for capturing the fellow Wilmention made of coupons being first wild throw to the second
First
Meietin
g.
to catch liams, who
Wednesday night's setsion at the old getting out on her return.
got eve years in the fedprocured.
Mr.
Bleecker said he Wilkerson, and Mitchell scored the
The Rebuen Dunbar will come back
- hall on north Fourth. They have
Referee E. W. Bagby of the bank. would have the matter
eral prison on charge of raising the
attende
winnin
d
g
to
run.
been intended to meet at the new tonight as befca-e departing the cats- ittpt court, reurned last evening from right away, but
did not say when.
Donovan Moran Taylor and Asher denomination of a $2 bil; to $io and
-building that night, but as this would tain said he would try to get back in Penton where he went
then getting Bertha Laster to pass
held tits
Anothe
r
import
ant
commun
played
icatio
n
occasional hall. The score.
let them have the honor of holding thne to start out again at noon tomor- first meeting of creditors in the going out of
it on Mrs. Carrie Warren Girardeys
the
mayoe
office
s
yesrow
for
the Cumberland river.
the initial gathering in a building
Leander J. Gossett ease.
Innings
2 3 4,5 6 7 8 9 to 11 The arrest was made some
terday was a letter to Chief James
months
The City of Saltillo will leave
owned by another order which does
Paducah
0000
Collins
00
2 1 1 0 0 ago.
of
the
police
force,
directi
ng
St.
Louis
tomorr
ow afternoon, and get
not arsemb'e until the evening folNegress Fined.
him to see that there is rigidly en12
0 13
0 0
4 15
0 -43
R1H E
3
lowing. Thrusday, the knights will here Wednesday morning, en route un
Brothers Killed.
forced,
the
ordina
nce
prevent
ripe Tennessee river.
ing
the
A
fine
of $to and costs was ye.tn:gather at the Fourth street place so
Yester
day
morning it 7:30 o'clock
railroa
d
from
blockin
The City of Savannah will probably day assessed against Mollie Bowlin
g public streets
Innings
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to 11 Neal and Harris Coati.
IS to let the Elks at their Thursday not gee
brothers and
by letting strings of cars sit across
out of the Tennessee river colored, by Justice Emery.
Vincennes
The
1
3090
night assembly have the privilege of until next
00010 0 • colored, were passing Wiltz Griffith's
Wednesday bound for St. woman cursed and abused othtrs of the highway so the public cannot
12 13 14 15—RHE tsbacco warehouse at Mayfiel
gathering first in their structure.
d, whets
Louis.
the "Canaan" section of Mechanics- get by.
o o
thcy stopped to swing on the huge
burg.
FELL ON HEAD.
PERSONAL NOTES.
Councilman Resigned.
Batteries; Asher and Downing; crane used to hoist hogsheads of to•
bacco from wagons into warehouse.
Farrell
and Matteson.
Counci
Agains
Suit
Boat.
lman Race T;ipple of the
t
Fredie Simpson, Colored, Became
Sunddenly the crane fell weighting
Master Milton Steffin of St. 1.0103,
Pilot Hawkins has filed a suite Fourth ward yesterday tendered his
two ton, and caught both the boys,
Cairo 5; Mattoon 4.
Scared And Jumped From Car.
resignation to Mayor Yeiser, stating
arrived yesterday to visit his father against the owners
who were killed outright. Parties
of the towboat in his
letter that his private position
Manager J. H. Steffen of the local Monie Bauer for $375
Mattoon, Ill. July 28.—In a game nearby noticed the accident, and
claimed due of traveling
About 9:30 o'clock yesterday morn- blanch for the Anheus
salesman prevented him of hits and errors
er - Busch him for services as pilot of the
Cairo won out, the rushing over got the huge affair off
ing as street car No. 33 was near brewery.
from being in the city often. there- score being
ti.e prostrate forme.
5 to 4.
sttamboat. United States CommisSixth and Harrison streets, the supfore he could not attend the council
Mrs. J. -E. Coulson and nephew, sioner Armour Gardner is
R
H
out of the
port of the overhead trolley wire Herndon Lackey
, went to Cave-in c;ty, so the pilot filed the suit in the sessions regularly and do his con- Cairo
STOMACH TROUBLE.
5105
broke anti fel on top o f the car Rock, Ill.,
stittiency justice; hence he resigned. Mattoo
yesterday to visit.
n
mint
of
Justice
Charles
Emery who -The mayor accepte
494
where it created a great noise before
d the resignation
Miss Minnie Roark of South ti-med the papers over
Batteries; Way
and
Quiesser; Caused Death of Child Yesterday
to Deputy Lnd will select the success
the car stopped.
Frodie Simpson Fourth, grses to Creel Springs today.
or
by
the
Jokerst and Johnstone.
—Mrs. Phillips Buried.
United States Marshal Wade Brown
colored, of 123 Harrison street was
tune of the next council gathering,
Mr. Robert Guthrie, the young dry to be served on the
Willie, the 13-months-old-son of
boat
owners
,
who
a passenger inside, and hearing the goods man, goes to Louisville
and at e to appear before the magistrate which is one week from tomorrow.
RHE Mrs. Emma Yates, died of stomach
noise she leaped from the rapidly other points today.
night. He will have some Democrat
trouble in Littleyille, and was buried
Danvill
e
3;
Jackson
next
Tuesda
ville
y,
2.
and
then
if
it
is
shown of the Fourth ward to fill the place
moving car, alighting in the street on
Mrs. E. B. Pruess of St. Louis; is tte boat owes the amount
yesterday afternbest at Oak GrOV.
the
,
jusher head hard enough to render her visiting her sister, Mrs. Frank Wahl
until next November, when the penJacksonville, TI
July 78.--The cemetery.
• '"
tice
of
the
peoce
certifie
s
this
fact tc pie at the poles name
unconscious. She was taken to the of C'ay street.
the one to locals lost to the Danville team-toClerk John R. Puryear of the federal
city hospital and it was found that no
serve the remaining fourteen months day the score being as follows:
Miss Lelia Pell of Covington, Ky.. court, so the latter can order
Remains Interred.
the boat
bones were broltpn. Later 44 was is visiting Mrs. Florie Owsley
RHE
Yesterday afternoon the funeral
of tied up. The matter is then referred of the two year term. The mayor
,has not yet decided who he wil Danville
sent home.
Monroe street.
3 9 2 services were held at 2 o'clock over
to the United States judge for trial.'name.
Jacksonville
James and George Cochran go to
2 12 3 the remains of Mrs. Nrinnie J. Philips
Mr. Dipple is a Republican and
Batteries: Selby
and
Louisville today to visit.
Johnso
n; of 1008 North Tenth street, with inSmall Vo cano.
Licensed to Wed.
went into office the first of this Hackett and Belt.
WC F. D. Roberts of Carterville,
terment following' 'at Oak Grove
Elmer Benry, aged 22 and May
Year.
cemetery. The funeral was changed
Quite an unusual sight was wit- Ill., returned home after visiting Mrs. Woods, aged 21 'of ramonio,
Drunkenness Charged.
nessed yesterday afternoon on Ken• C. A. Torrence.
to yesterday from today.
were yesterday granted a license by
Negress Arrested.
Will Wilkins. white was arrested
Miss Edna Stevens of Kevil is the county clerk to marry.
mucky avenue where the contractors
011ie
Willia
ms, colored, was ar last night by Officer Scott Ferguson
Infant's Death.
are at work putting down the bitu- visiting her sister, Mrs. Harry WilA colored couple was granted a rested yesterd
ay by Officers Hessiae on the charge of being drunk in
The 12-day-old son of' Mr and Mrs.
Ethic. It looked as if a volcano had liams:
license also viz. Dee Bracken, aged
Mr. Edward Henson and son have 25 and Collis Burnley, aged 23, of and Rogers on the charge of dis- front of the Red Fox saloon on W. T. Saxon of 418 South Ninth
oprned in middle of the street and
orderly conduct. It is claimed she South Second street near Kentucky street, died yesterd
ay
and
was
steam was issuing from it. It was gone to St .Louis.
Ilallard county.
had trouble with another negress.
avenue.
shipped to Pryorsburg for interment.

Woodmen Fix
H

I

Fifteen Innings Injured Man
Was:Released

I

liL

••••
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4, Johnson, Minnnie
Thixton, Vera
T Smith. Emma Nickles, Grace Herring,
Cheslie Gregory,
Fannie Sellars,
iMyrtle Anderson of Central City;
'Maude Ham, Katie Winfrey, Mabel
Eppenheimer, Geneva Burch, Ora
Pryor, Roxic Cross and Cora Dunlap;
Messrs. Guy LeRoy, Odel Harper.
Willie Cowell Clifford, Johnson, Paul COMMUNION SERVICES TO BE
%0<=>004:=>00‹:->1)<=-40e=>00G101001.C40e—e00<=es00C4Ose:=>0
Norval, Ernest Roark, Harry Sellars,
HELD IN AFTERNOON AT
Roy Templetoh, I:ester Hicks, Frank
CHRISTIAN MISSION.
Young Henry Cummins, Walter Win
irey, James Lukins, Claud EppenPavillion Dance.
Watson, Mrs. Watts, Mrs. George C. heimer.
Miss Ada Miller Hart of Chicago
lace, Mrs. James Campbell FlourWa
• A large crowd of the Jewish people
A pleasant time was heel Friday
spent several happy hours dancing at noy, Misses Frances Wallace, MarWill Sing Morning Offectoey-at-the Wallace park pavilion Friday jorie Brown, of Atlanta, Ga.; Mary evening at tire Wallace park pavilion
Broadway Methodist Church.
evening, complimentary to several Cave. Dorothy Langstaff, Messrs. by a lumber of young people, enjoyTHE STYLES, WORKMANSHIP AND MATERIA
ing
Edward
diance
the
complimen
Cace,
given
Charles
tary
Cox,
Chadic
visiting :adies in the city.
LS ARE SUTruehart, of Louisville, Ky., and to Miseee Sylvia Levy and Bessie
PERIOR, AND THE PRICES ARE REDUCED
FROM
to 54.
Bamtberger, who are guests of Mr
The hour's of worship have been
George Wellace.
Picnic Postopned..
and Mrs. Jacob Luft of keea Broadway changed at the (Mechanicsburg Chris- EASILY THE
BEST
BARGAIN'S OF THE SEASON. ALL
The park, picnic- intended for last Cotillion Dance.
Those present were: Messrs. end tian church, and thereafter the Sun- LENGTHS.
PRICES $2.3o TO $7.5 WERE $5.00
hursday evening by the society of
TO $15-00.
Mesdames. Jacob Luft, Joseph DC5- day school services will be conducted
Cetinje!'
'The
entertains,
club
with
beTger, Harry Livingston, Sol Lesser at 2:30 o'clock in the afternoon, with
the Broadway Methodist church, has
been postponed until Thursday when a dance next Wednesday evening at Jacob 'Benedict, Mrs. David Alexan- comintrtion services at 3:3o o'clock
der; Misses Sylvia Levy, of Owens- This rule irission church is rapidle
a large crowd vil enjoy themselves the park pavilion.
boro; Essie Bamberger, of Owens- building up and before long will have
there.
Social Evening.
boro; Jeanette Sloan, Meanie Dirty- a pastor for regular sermons.
eftiss Mae Fowler of 1026 Clay fuse, Mrs. Rose Frank, Misses Nellie
Dance for eon.
street entertained Friday evening at Schwab, Flora Harris, Add! Harris,
Complimentary to die anniversary her home, complimen
-1,-2 Offertory.
tary to Miss An- Irene Ullman; Messrs. Sydney Bataof the birth of her son, Mrs. J. L. na Sampson
Women's Bleached Ribbed Vesta;
The morning offertory at the Broadof Brookport, Ill., who be-rger, Lee Blum, Joseph Rothschild,
Dunn of West Clay street entertain- is visiting her.
low neck an dsleeveless. Clean-up
Games and refresh- Dave Destierger, Norris Fite:limn way Nfethroiiist church will be sung
ed a few friends Wednesday evening ments, formed a delightful gathering. Nellis Goldsmith, Sydoey
price, each
ioc
Loeb, by Miss Adlah Miller Hart of Chicago,
with an informal dance that was folJoseph Leevisoni, Abe Livingstone J. who is visiting Ass Olga List of
Women's
Extra Size
Bleached
leered with refreshments.
Visitors' Dance at Park.
J. Newman, Julius Tick Herbert Souris Fifth street.
Ribbed Vests; low neck sleeveless.
Hecht,
Jessie
Ullman,
Lee
Levy.
M' rand Mrs. C. L. Van Meter of
Clean-up sale price, each
laVac
In Honor of Visitors.
Ice Cream Social.
Kentucky avenue near Fifth street
The Mayfield Messenger of MonDr.
Pepper
Women's
Notice,
Bleached Lisle Thread;
The Ladies' Aid society of the
entertained Wednesday evening with
day, has the following to say:
low neck and sleeveless Clean-up
a ctharming dance at the Wallace
The Paducah Bottling Co. is the Methodist church an West Tennessee
Miss Pauline Pitman entertained
Sale price each
19C
pa.nie pavilion, complimentary to their only company authorized to bottle street will entertain Tuesday evening
quite charmingly in honor of the folbeautiful visitors, Meese& Nellie Mil- Dr. Pepper is Paducah ,and adjacent on the church grounds with an ice
lowing young ladies who are visiting ler
cream social.
and Mary Newton of Circlevillee territory.
iv the city: •Miss Lillie May Suther- Ohio.
ARTESIA
N
MFG.
&
BOTTLI
NG
• e estatii
••
land, of Paducah, Miss Mayfair
CO., Prop., Waco, Texas.
Mechanicsburg Methodist.
Boone, of Texas, and Miss Katie Morning at Cards.
Children's Cotton Hose; fast black.
Barbee, of Nashville.
Services and Sunday school worvery elastic; all sizes; fine quality.
Mrs. Henry
Almost every coal dealer claints ship will be conducted at
Hughes of West
the regular
Broadway, enttertained a bevy of his coal is the best but there is only hours
Price, per pair
ioc
Evening at Park.
today at the Mechanicsburg
young
ladies
.Wednessl
ay
morning
call
one
thee
at
can prove it. The Pitts- Methodist church.
An elaborate luncheon was enjoyWomen's
Lace
Lisle
Thread Hose,
ed and fine time had by a party of cardle, complimentary to her siete- burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
tan; extra 25c quality; Cleanup sale
Miss
Margarett
Waller
Hendersor
of
p
phones
No.
3. James J. O'Donnell,
young peolee Thursday evening st
Missionary Society.
price, per pair
Ky., who is a happy visitor at that General Manager.
I5
Wallace park, attending the lawn
The
Missionar
y society for the
home. Four tables were filled with
Children's
Lisle
Thread
Hose;
fast
picnic given by Mrs. William K.
First Christian church will meet
players and Misses Dorothy Langstaff
black; all sizes; Price per pair . 15c
"SKIDDOOr
Foster of South Fourth near Clark and Lucia
with Mrs. Whitefieid next Thursday
Powc:: caistitired ehe prizes
street. The crowd went out shortly
Women's Drop-stitch Lisle Thread
snoring at 9e30 o'clock.
Ices and cakes were served, followbefore dusk and remained until ii ing the cards.
Hose; fu,) regular made; come in
If troutble comes enoopinA round
o'clock.
black; regular 25C quality; Price,
And tries to h2resue tip You:"
9 1
Those enjoying
per pair
Don't let it force you to the course flIIIMMI11.11110111.11111111111=61111151111111111111111
the event were: Happy Surprise Party.
igc
Misses Maud Babb Pearl Babb. Mrs.
Of
seeking
solace
in
the
bowl.
A delissituul surprise party wae tenFoster and Mrs. Hattie Leigh, and dered -Miss
Mary Bethel at her home Don't let it pass in through your
Messrs. Ed Foster, Clarence Mc- on Willis sereet
door,
Friday evening by a
Gregor and John and Fred Foster.
But make it hike off down ths
party of friends who unexpecteedly
•
road,
swooped ellov.ei upon the popular
Peanut Party for Visitor.
young lady, and afterwards spent e Just whistle up and smile some more,
A "peanut party" was hugely en- pleasant evening at her residence
And tell o'd Trouble to be blowed.
joyed Wednesday evening by many which was prettily decorated. After
And nasty hints lead you astray.
friends at the residence of Mrs. T. many games and other events, ices Just gay when trouble comes. in view
•
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
Will be keenly appreciatee
Miller Sisson of Clark street, who and cake were served,.
titer a trial by people who self"Skiddoo."
entertained in honor of her beautiful
Agents for Butte rick Patterns
fer from headaches—severe or
That
will
be
•23'
and accomplished! visitor Miss Aman- Evening SociaL
milds occasional or chronic.
Subscribe for the DELINEATOR,
For you!"
Mee months for twenty-five cants.
da Hall of Lexington, Ky. The afA jolly time was had by a happy
They never fail to
fair was one of uniqueness and much crowd Thursday evening at the resinovelty and
a source of
de- dence of Miss Lou Watts of 1249 If Mother Gossip calls to tell
GIVE QUICK
Some bit of scandal she has heard
iieht to everybody. The prize was Trimble street, many diversions causRELIEF.
captured by. Mrs. Charles Blaney.
ing the moments 'to pass heti- About a friend whom von love veil,
Don't
listen
to
a single word.
Delicious refreshments of a tempt- pily. The home was . prettily decoEaSing the pain in a very few
ing nature brought the charming rated with palms, roses and nestur- Don't let her winks and nods a .d
grins
mutee
evening to a cease.
tiums, while dainty refreshments were
The
moment
she her tale begins
served.
Just rise up and gently say:
Supper-Bathing Party.
The guests were: Misses Ruby
know my friend is straight and
Supper of many delicacies upon the Futrell, Ethel Acree, Sadie Moore,
190 S. THIRD STREET:
PADUCAH. KY
true—
'Wallace park lawn and several Iva Newman, Eula Acree, Dansy
"Skiddoo."
hours' bathing in the lake was th-.• May, Bessie Lou Watts, Lizie Moore
source of much delight to several Grace Elliott; Messrs.
That
will be '23'
Wilbur May.
INSURE
young ladies and, gentlemen Tuesday Allison Watts. Vera 'Philips,
For
you!"
DRUGGIST
Allan
evening, those in the crowd being:
elcChristian, Grover Nelson, Will
When some man with a scheme for
Misses Ada Hart Miller, of Chi- Nieman, Gerd Robertson
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
. Mr. and
grafts
cago: Olga List. Ethel O'Brien. Mrs. G. A•
. Wattsip Mrs. J. W. Mae,Begins to talk in dulcet style
Claire St. John Bel e O'Brien, Cath- nor.TELEPHONE 63.
•
Of guarding this old nation's craft
arine Toot and Carrie Warren and
Safe from the reefs of greed and
Messrs. Will ,Harrison, of . Clarksville. Attractive Lawn Party.
Tenn.; Melville Wallrestein, Louis
guile
Miss Leah Tipton of Springfield
Don't
List, Robert Fitzpatrick, Frank Donbe deceived. In Ninety-six
was the honored guest Thursday
Mice 106 Broadway
Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
You heard that plea from men who
ovan, Herbert Wallerstein and Harry eeening for the attractive lawn party
Singleton.
stand
given by Mrs. Will S. Richey of 1626
Monroe s trect. The spacious yard Convicted of the meanest tricks
Wooing on Hay Wagon.
That blot she htstory of the land
was lovely with its profuse arrange.For several hours Tuesday evening ments of lighted Japanese lanterns. Just say, when s uch men come to
view:
a jolly crowd had a lively time driv- while the refreshments were
many
ing over the city and surrounding and delicious.
"Skiddoo."'' •
Round trip to EVANSVILLS AND
country aboard their hay wagon. the
That still be '23'
The :ist of guests included: Misses
RETURN, continous passai,e $4.00:
affair being tendered by Messrs. Cecil Leah Tipton Mabel Kellar,
For you!"
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
Tipton
Patton and George Earnhart. Whi'e -Kellar, Ethel Richey, Mary
berth included.
Bolton.
To greedy trusts and selfish men,
out the young people enjoyed refresh- Laura Towns, Ruth Hinkle,
Ethel
ments in a huge veriety.
and May Hinkle and Mrs. Crown, To all who thrive on unjust laws; ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
Those invited were: Misses Irene Messrs. Edwin Brown,
greed, no matter where and when
Walter Worn- To
And all who , scorn the people's of five or over $1.5o each, without
Curd Hattie Curd. Cora Mingua, mack, Gordon Williams. Croal
NieThee Ferley. Mary Boyle. Iola fern man.
:
meals; keoo with meals.
Clifton Richey. Eliiott Richey,
etzka, Clara Lanier, Lowber Lanier. Brooks and Dean Towns
tho,se who scatter tears of woe
and George
Good music on all the boats. Fo.Myrtle Patton and Ethel McMiahon Vt:ommack.
And rob the widow of her all
further particulars see
Give battle now, and bold'y go
and Messrs. George Earnhardt, Cecil
Patton, Jas. Davis, R. W. Hines, Lawn Party.
To fight for right, to stand or fall.
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
Sherman Wilkinson, Marshal Jones, The lawn of Miss
Inez Trent's Speak out in tones sincere and true: or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
Howard Sanderson, Morris Geagen, home OTTI OiSut h Eleventh street, was
Agent. Phone 33.
"Skiddoo."
Willie. Overstreet Earl Patton and the center of gathering for a charmThat will be '23'
Ed Curd.
ing assertiblage Tuesday evening, as
. For you!"
at the time she entertained complWhy will you suffer'
--Hendeson Gleaner.
Super-Theatre.
Wive
mentary to her visitor Miss Margaret
A happy evening was spent Tues- McCall, a most taleneted
and cultur
DIRECTORY MAN.
day night by a crowd that took Slip- ed young lady of Louisville,
Ky.
per upon the Wallace park lawn, and For the delightful
affair the lawn Left For Louisville This Morning
then afterwards attended'-the Casino was brilliantly lighted
with many
After Remaining Here for
Iii a body. The affair was out of Japanese lanterns, and the
diversions
comlpiment to the Misses Burkham serving to pass the time were
Months.
of a
of Cincinnati, who are the popular hapy nature. Dainty luncheon
was
guests of Mrs., J. K. Burkham of passed.
Mr. L. R. Hens-ton, of the Caron
will cure that awful pain
West Madison street.
Those present were: Misses Bee, Directs'" .---nany of Louisville. left
Those out were: Misses 'Marie lah Rogers, ill midi Street, Nell this Tr' rese for his 'home in the Falls NH*, cured others, will cure you.
Roth. Maggie Lydon., Andrey Taylori Thompson, Elice Coleman and Ifettie City, to ren-sin. esving completed hi;
Call on us, or phone 237 and
Mary and Catherine Burkham, Lottie Boaz; Messrs. John Miller. Frank hitsinese here
While mt tie city Mr. Houston sold we will gladly tell won about it
Thomas and Louise Detzel, Messrs Donovan, Bert Smith. Will Bell,
Clifford 'Blackburn. Jessie Taylor, Al John Cullamine; Charles Bell and about boo of the directories at $4
each, there being a great demand for
end Joe Roth, Robert Wilkins, Al- John Trent.
them, as it is the hest one ever gotten
fred Harrigan, Clarence Goodmati
out for the city, including more valeand Rowland Witty.
Lawn Party Event.
afble data and being more correct
••••••••••
Under chaperonage bf Mesdames than others
heretofore. ,
Outing on River.
Bert, Johnson and T. Thixton, a numDRUG STORE.
The Caron people will return here
A cool, refreshing ride was enjoy- ber of young people Tuesday evenSeventh and Jackson St 'Phone 237,
two
years,
front
now
but
and
get
an
ed to Cairo and back Tuesday aboard ing enjoyed themselves immense'
y ether, having included this city upon
the steamer Dick Fowler by a crowd wittir a lawn party at Lang park on.
their route, and expect to have a new
as the guests of Mrs. J. Campbell Fountain
and
Madison
streets. issue every other year.
Flournoy, who tendered the outing Games, refreshments and other diverWESTERN KENTUCKY FARM is flAit
MilkiCAN REM. Eri0"
In honor of Miss Marjorie Brown .-)f sions served to keep them there sevMONTHLY PAYIVIENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
Pittsburg Coal, Co. Office No. 126
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, tag
Atlanta, Ga., who was the guest of eral hours.
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE ST
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
North Fifth. Both Phones 3:55.
Miss Frances Wallace of Arcadia.
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FØ
r.
Among the attendants were: Misses
The best coal in Paducah.
Those aboard were:
Mrs. Mary Ge&r!gia Diple,• Marie Burch, Nellie
The cheapest coal 'a Paducah.
Realdenee.1041 Uay, Oki Phone 1691
Ir.DO A It W. WAITTICAOS SC- eiwuotib, me.
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WORSHIP HOURS
WERE CHANGED

A Clean-Up Sale
Ladies' Skirts
UNDERWEAR

HOSIERY

Henry's
Headache 1'
Powders

L. B. Ogilvie

Co.

AM.

Mattil Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,

J. H. Oehlschlaeor

L. L. BEBOUT

General Insurance Agency

Excursion Rates on
The River

43 Copies tor 1 cent
THE CHEAPEST METHOD OF THEM ALL
Use our best brand of Carbon paper and you get over
10,000 clear cut, smearless Carbon Copies for $2.65.
YOU CAN MAKE 15 COPIES AT ONE TIME

What more do you want? Try a dozen sheets,
purple or black, for 30c. Your money tack if you are
not satisfied.

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT

Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.

BACON'S

REAL ESTATE AGENCY'

Dr. B. Ti-kill

Now is the Time to Lay in Your Coalfornter
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iv- WAS
(
DISCOVERED IN
MY TIME" ANO HAS
NEVER DCEIV
EQUALLED
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Our Genuine Pittsburg Coal at 14c1 is the Cheapest on the
market. It lasts longer and you get more of it. No slate, no
dirt, no slack, n waste and it don't clinker. We have convinced others that it is the best and the cheapest and we can
convince you. If you want to book your order for coal now
and have your bin filled later, telephone No. 3, Pittsburg
Coal Co., and our agent will call on you. Your money will be
well spent if you buy from the
•••••••••••11111000.0000000.0.
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PITTSBURG COAL COMPANY
'Office 126 Broadway
Both Phones No. 3
•
JAMES J. O'DONNELL, General Manager.

TELEPtiON_O H,1
PADUCAti.

FIZOPf MO PITTSBURG COAL CO.
— *MCC 124 ',ROADWAY

hest and most loyal -supporters of
Cordia Mayer, warden; Miss Ada
LUCAS' SUCCESSOR
joint statehood, suggested to Hunter
Shelton, conductor; Mrs'. Carrie
that inasmuch as Oklahoma or ginally
Schroeder, chaplin; Mrs. May Block L. B. Tanner
of Owensboro Named
was in Indian country, and as the
inside guardian; Mir. John Block, out
eagle was sacred to the Indian and
side guardian; Mrs. Lena Efiinger
Agent at Largee for the State.
also the national emblem of the
treasurer; Miss Kate Block, pianist;
United States, a quill from the wing
Miss Irene McMahon, secretary.
State Auditor Hagar ha-, select:A
of a lye Oklahoma eagle would make
Lawyer L. P. Tanner of Owensboro
JUDGE PURYEAR LETS THE an appropriate pen. Hunter was plea-- IS A GRAND-NEPHEW OF NA.
Evergreen Circle W. 0. W. dance as the revenue agent of the auditor
ed with- the suggestion. but did not
at Wallace park Tuesday evening for the state at large, to succeeed
CASE GO TO GRAND
POLION,
GREAT
THE
know %flare he could findi a live OkJuly 31. Ladies must present invita- Lawyer Frank: Lucas of Parcilucah
JURY.
lahoma eagle.
FRECNCH EMPEROR
tions at the door, gentlemen so cetris. whose four years' term expired severA Search for Eagle Quills.
Hillman's band.
al weeks ago. The duties of the revOne of the pioneer crtizens of
enue agent are to go over the state
Farley McCord is Dismissed of the Woodward is L. B. ("Dad") Nall, for Many Historic Features and Many
Pittsburg Coal Co. office No. tad and. if he cannot collect back taxes
many years a cattleman in Texas,
Broadway.
Both telephones No. 3. due the state, file suit to enforce the
Charge of Being an Accessory
an now 'landlord of the Cattle King
Coincidences Mark the Jamesdelinquent payments. There are only
The best coal in Paducah.
Hotel in Woodward. Marcum reto the Killing.
four
agentts at large for the entire
The
cheapest
town
coal
Exposltion
in
Paducah.
as Unique.
membered that Nall had a big eagle
commonwealth, while the auditor has
in a cage, and told Hunter that there
one separate representative in each
would be no trouble 'n getting an
county. The latter can file suits in
Yesterday in the police
trourt
The visit of Charles J. Bonaparte,
eagle feather. When Nfartrm reached
his respective county.
Judge Puryear held to the circuit home in
February he found two eag- secretary of the navy, and grandcourt grand jury Cicero Anderson. les in Null's cage, the
new one being nephew of the great French emperor
Pittsburg Coa: Co. Office No. tai
charged with murdering John Mix, a large .golden eagle
that had been to the Jamestown exposition will he
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
while Farley McCord was dismissed, caught in steel traps by a farmer. the celiminating incident in a long
The best coal in Paducah.
hr having been accused of being an who had brought the eagle to Wood- chain oi circumstances which have MR FRANK DARGAL WILL ARWe handle all the finest and daintThe cheapest coal in Padusah.
accessory to the killing, but proved ward and. offered it for sale. Finding av,ociated the name of Napoleon with
RIVE FROM CAIRO
est articles with the utmost care,
he had no connection other than that no buyer he gave the eagle to Nall.
TODAY.
the locality in ....Lich the exposition is
and make repairs that are absolutely
Mix was whipping him and started
'Due Nall was delighted to fur- to be held.
satifactory.
The name "jariestown," appears
toaards Anderson, when the latter nish the eagle feather and February
fired the fatal shot in the rear of at he entered the eagle cage, and twice within the last century mak- Contractor George Katterjohn Con.
Charley Graham's saloon on Ninth after a lively bout wth the golden ing event.; cht great importance. One
tinues Slowly Improving—Louis
and Kentucky avenue. The judge in eagle, got two quills from its wing of these events will be the JamesTownsend To Be Moved.
holding Anderson over, refused to each quill
measuring twenty-two town Ter-Centennial Exposition., to
let him give bond, which means hc incises in length. Marum sent the be held on Hampton 'Roads, near
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack311 Broadway.
ail: have to spend his days in the quills to II/tinter. A druggist n Okla- Norfolk. in 1907. to celebrate the
Mr. Frank Dargal will be brought
successful
et
completion
company—the cheapest and bei
of three cen- home torlay from Cairo where he
county jail until the circuit court homa City named Redding cut one
P11 ONE 723-a.
of the quills into a pen. Hunter sent turies of narional growth, filled with has been in the St. Mary's indrinary excursion
disposes of the action.
art of Paducah.
benefits he all mankind. The other for many
The judge rendered his opinion this pen to President Roosevelt.
wenn?, as Ohs result of getHerr follows a story about the which occured at the beginning of ting accidentally
yesterday morning just after the lawshot during the pisthe
last
eagle
which
(-emery.
"Dad' Nall says he is
marked the end of tol 'battle between the street car conyers finished the matter before him.
There were only two other cans will ng to back up with his six-shooter the Napoleonic Era, at Jamestown ductor and a negro named Devi*,
Helen,. Jamestown, St. Helena
before the court for disposal, one if necessary: March g. the day the St.
Mk Dargal was hit in the ankle by
—DENTIST—
senate
was
amended
named after the English king a stray bullet
the
statelwhod
bill
being for disorderly conduct against
and-is now able to be
the
eagle
James
IL.
refused
from whom Jamestown up on crutches.
food and began
Jim Hale, colored, and this was left
Truehart hulking.
His sister. Miss Mabeating lee head and' wings against Virignia. also
received its name mie Dargal. 'has been at
open for the time being. The other
his
bedside
the wire netting of its cage. March Near the latter Jamestown is a gov
ever since he was injured, and will.
I, a breach of the peace warrant
14 the day the house insurgente lost ernment reservation said to have been
It is a trip of pleasure, comfor
accompany bin home today.
against Bob Diggs which was con- thee fight and
tire statehood bill was named after the great French emand
rest; good service, good tabl
tinued until tomorrow.
sent to conference, the eagle died.
Can it Up Now.
peror 'con after his death on he
good reams, etc. Boats leave each'
Contractor George Katterjohn
The Pen is in Guthrie.
lonely English island in the South At.
+ sa
President Roosevel• sent the pen
+ + + +++++ + + +
able to sit up a- little now at his resi- Wednosday and Saturday at 5 p. m Sold at
to Hunter after the statehood bill had
It was to Hampton Roads that the dence on South Eleventh street For other information apply to Jets ;
Gray's Buffet,
+ THE QUILL WITH WHICH + been signed, and it is maw the per- defeated empeior-general propose I to where he is slowly recovering from Koger, superintendent;
Frank L
Palmer House Bar,
sonal
property
of
escape
'Hunter,
+
THE STATEHOOD BILL
will
effects
ifbe
of
who
/the
operation
performed
aft-r the 'battle of Waterloa
+
Brown, agent.
L.
A. Lagormirsinio.
place
for nfe keeping in the Scot- lie itas ou board ship at Bordelne nearly one month since for appendiciWAS SIGNED.
tish Rite Temple in Guthrie. Many w;ren a Fre.,rh attorney visited hiro. tis.
+ + + + + ++ ++ + + ++ Oklahomana would prefer that the an told him ihnt to persist
Continues Improving.
in lona
pen be deposited with the Oklahoma to sea fatni that port would
Although the ssmilition of Mr.
resUt
,o
Soy our bigFR11
.
-L
ifiStorical society. Hunter said late- in %is capture ky the English
movEr
estal •
aaipe Louis Rieke. Sr. is quite serious, still
Decenther is. rood. a golden eagle
most
ly that the pen belonged to ben and in the (film/
BIC
CUR.
a
nt?
he
riot
is
improving
;ala :
^-fra.4:
al jr,
at their residence
His brother, Josteoh
soaring 'high in the clear, crisp al.
any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
of Western Oklahoma, descended on he would please binatelf as to where who was with 'him on the sip, dis- on Seventh and Jefferson streets
from
ow.
it should be kept,
regarded this' advice, and put to sea where he is confined writh an attack
at any pr.,
the ranch a a farmer seven miles
or
on
owty
4;w,
0/
'trots,
until
you
have
received
our
complete
èall
Free
has
been
Cats.
offered $5oo for the reaching America without
northwest of Woodward and was
imam? illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and lou-gradt
molesta- of stomach trouble.
mounted eagle. which he has named tion.
1k-vies,
old
patterns
and
latest
models,
•nd
learn
of
our
remarkable LOW
-caught by both feet separately in two
Move Boy Tomorrow. PItICLA and wonderful new offers made possible by selling from factory
Napoleon lagged behind, vacilliatdirect to rider with no middlemen's profits.
steel traps that had been set for coy- "Old Statehood." This historic bird
Muster
toLouis
Townsend
will
probably will be given to the state ing in a manner
awiP ON tIPPNOVAL rvithots1 a cent *posit, Pay the Freight and
quite inconsistent morrow be moved from Riverside
otes says a Gtethrie, Ok., letter to
allow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms
when a capitol bu kleng has been with his usual
no °the,
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and which
the Kansas City Star. From the
decisive methods. pital to the residence of his mother,
get much valu
erected and rooms provided for the When he at last
able
information
by
simply
writing
us
a
postal.
put to sea from Mrs. Linda Townsend, on Nladikon
wing of this eagle waa taken the quill
We need a Rkligse Assaf in every town and can offer an opportunitj
state historical society.
Rochefort, his vessel was captured by near Third street. The little fellow
with which President Roosevelt signto make money to imitable young toes who apply at once.
the
British
ship, Bellerophon, and has been in the institution for over
ed "Roosevelt' to the bill giving
REMOVE CREPE.
after being kept a prisoner on board one month now. necrosis necessitatstatehood to Oklahoma and Indian
LY
that ship, he was transferred' to life ing the removal of several inches of
Territory. The body of this eagle
$41T2
-ar Price
Mourning
Cloth
to
be
Removed
capativity at St. Helena.
whieth died after a period of captivone bone of his leg. It will be
Introduce
Sixteen years after the great gea- months before he can use the limb
ity. was mounted by Prof. George
from City Hall Building
NAILS, TACKS
VVe Will Soil
eral's death, his nephew, Louis Bona- again, probably, if ever.
Stevens, of the Northwestern NorOR GLASS
Yew a Sample
Week.
WON'T LET
mal school in Alva, and w U be preparte, then prince imperial, afterward
. for
Pah
Only
0O8
T5T)
liE All
served for historical pm-poses under
Napoleon III., visited Norfolk on the
(01118e4
WITH
°ROZA
The crepe will he removed from
the name "Old Statehood."
Pie MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
French frigate. L'Androntede. and the
Result of 15 years experience in tire
When .the delegation of iso citi- the cits hal next week, as August party was quartered at French's hotel,
8th Judge Sanders will have been
making. No danger from THORNS. CACzens of Oklahoma and Indian
then on the southeast corner al
Natio. the Welk esibbnr tread
"!,JS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
carrying the "razorback"Teritoy. hog dead for one month, he having pass- Church and Main streets. This hotel
"A" and gesenstorie strips "IV
Serious
punctures,
like
intentional
knife
cuts,
can
and
"o," also rim .trip "If"
went to Wash ngton last winter to ed away Sunday, July 8th.
had ben finished only a few days behe ardcanized like any other tire.
to provost ft= cutting. Thili
since
Ever
heavy
dissolution
his
tiro
will ligir:_^
!
. any other/
boom statehood, the delegates were
Two Hundred Th,
fore the prince's arrival, and these
-sand pairs.ow in actual use. Over
nanka--fillisiale at a
presented in It body to Pres. Roose- black cloth has draped the city hall were among its first guests.
nevonty-,v. ThoL°116
.....d pairs sold last year.
WY RIDUM.
velt by Delegate McGuire. Amonse building, to remain for a period of
paryggirrioN, Made in all sites. It is iteety and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
The present secretary of the navy
with a special quality of rubber, wifich never becomes porouts and which closes up small punctures
the *legates was Cheeks Hunter, a thirty days.
is the son of Napoleon's favorite
without anowtaa the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied mato/nem stating
"rough rider" sergeant under Colonel
that their tir,
t ham only been pumped up once or twice •whole session. They weigh no more th
brother, Jerome, king of Westphalia.
se ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several layers of thin, specialty
Almost every coal dealer claims
Roosevelt in the Spanish-American
prepared Mimic on the tread. That "Holding Back" aenatioon oammoste felt when riding on
t
or soft roods is overcome by the patent "Baaket Weave" treed wbl4i prevents all air from being
war of wiliam President Roosevelt his coal is the best but there is only
REBEKAiH OFFICERS.
squeewsed
between
out
the
tire
and the road thus overcondag all 'tact . The regular price of these
was eo fond that 'Hunter now 's clerk one coal that can prove it. The PittsOres is re)per pair. but for advertising purposes we are making a
Ml factory price to the rider
of only billo per pair. All orders shipped same day inter is veeëived
re ship c 0.0. on approve.
of the court in the Oklahoma City burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
do
a
not
cent
You
until
you have examined and faesd them strict as re resented.
pay
New
Officials
Installed
Into
Respec,
district.
phones No. 3. James J. O'Donnell,
We will allow a mak dismount of 3 per emit (thereby making the price 54.55 per pair) if you sew!
FULL CASH WITh ORDICII and enclose this advertisetnest. we will also send one nickel
How Hunter Got the Pen.
General Manager.
tive Positions.
plated brass hand pump and two Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
"President Roosevelt. to -whom are
puncture closer, to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
st 00lit expense W foe any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.
you ainintg to give the Statehood
Notice to Gas Consumers.
The Daughters of Rebekah of this
We are perfectly reliatl.e and money sent to us is as safe as in a bank. Ask your Postmastpen?" esloed litmter.
r.anker, grpresa or Freight Agent or the INditor of this paper about us. If you order a pit"
Owing to a break in the mains last city have installed the following neer
tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last longer and
thge
A
President Roosevelt turned and evening we were 'compelled to shut officers: than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well p
I to 300 horse power. Best, cheap finer
when
that
yen waist a bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us a sma.. Hist
sad.
off the flow of gas until repaired( EvMrs. Lillian Hutchen, noble grand; est and most economical.
order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
"Charley, you shall have the pen. ery consumer will please see that the Mrs. Theiesa DittriSt vice grand; Mrs.
built-op-wheels. saddlos, pedals, parts and tepr.-ra,
Special attention to electric light- OEMS77Eft
.DRIIKES, everyllsegg
in the bicycle line are sold by us at he...f
wawa.'
Mk. Loeb. make a note that Charles, key is closed at each jet or burner to Tama
Galvin, R. S. to N. G.; Mre big plants.
prime
charged
by dealers and repair men. Yrfite for our big ItliNfiltlf catalogue.
Hunter rale the pen with which thei avoid danger when the flow is turned Lucy
write
postal
but
us
a
ILM)
today.
TH
NOT
INK.
1
,,
11
05'
1
, I
Om, L. S. to N. G.; Mrs Iella
DO
bicycle or • pair of tires from anyone until you know the new aol•
statehood bill is" rived." D. P. on again.
MclCinney, R S. to V. G.; Mrs.
staloaout offers we are making. It only mete a postal to learn everything Write it Now.
Martine of Woodwned, one of the earPADUCAH• GAS & FUEL CO.
Georgia Short, L, L. S. to V. G.; Mr&
Paducah, Hy.

I,NDERSON HELD
WITHOUT BOND

BONAPARTE,
SEC'Y. NAVY

',Have
Moved
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311
Broadway

Injured Man To
Be Brought Home

•
• #

S
.

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

Excursion:

S8.00

For the Round Trip to
Tennessee river & return

J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler

A S. DABNEY

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

•

6

CE!T

IS ILL IT

COS

DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE

•

PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES°N
.80

Gas and Gasolin
Engines
For All Purposes

HARRY E. WALLACE,

NOT WAIT
CYCLE CCIIPANY, D•pti"J

_ CII 101110. ILL&

has made its saloons law-abiding and of the city coats-, and by a rigid enorderly. •
foreement of the ordinances the city
win rcac::ly see Cart:
One
Will thrive and prosper. Each citi•
sale liquor dealer backing thirty or zen will feel it his duty to be con PUBL./WRIT) Iry THE
forty saloons in Paducah is. enabledi sidhrate of his neighbor, and be
vEGISTER nir..W5IJAPER CO.
to wield, a powerful influence in poli- proud of his home city.
(Incorooratedi
4.4,1••:.-+-1•1•1•4••intnitl•OC-:--1-:-.1•11•4sitti•C• iire•Htti•Ot-Ot;-:•4•4•+•:•-:-C-Ott-C-C-4-•:-C-;••;-Colt
!
tics and other directions too. He
t Register Uut!ling, 523 Broadway.
The Register has followed closely
Where the Responsibility Rests.
dominates the man whom he backs I the proceedings of the city court
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
their barkeepers and employes, and lately, and it believes that every
Os a rule the saloons that, give the
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
they in turn control the loafers and good citizen can and should indorse
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. authorities the ;nest trouble are those
hangerson 'about the place, all .1f the record made by Judge Puryear
backed by or rather owned by brewA LOT OF FANCY COLORED LAWNS CUT FROM toe TO 5c,
Kntered at the postoffice of Padu- eries
which
is equivalent to a few hundred He thes been conscientious, painstako
A LOT OF COLORED LAWNS CUT TO 71
dealers.
liquor
/
2,c-VERY DESIRWholesale
or
.
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter
•
The imam who owns his own place votes. With those back of him he ;s ing and fear'ess in the discharge of ABLE,
VICERINE SILK-A HIGHLY
MERCERIZED, LUSTROUS
His decisions have
of bitsiness.is npore careful in obeying in a position to make political bar- his duties.
One Year
MATERIAL IN PLAIN GREEN, LAVENDER, BLUE AND WHITEI
gains
and
to
elect
men
give
who
will
2.50
Six Months
been teinpeered with rneercy in inthe law, because the has his capital
THESE GOODS HAVE BEEN SOLD IN'PADUCAH AT 35c. OUR
1.25
Three Months .
invested in the business and cannot him full rein in breaking down the stances where such was prop
and PRICE WAS 15c. CLEAN-UP PRICE IS t5c.
.10
One Week
afford to run the risk of losing hit: laws and corrupting the morals of a right. On the other hind he itas rid
•
license or being clOsed up. It meals; city. Such men arc worst than an- the city, 'Of several very undesirable
Anyone failing to receive this paper
archists-they pretend to be good
characters, andl thereby served noregularly should report the matter to a great loss to hims On the other
citizens
tvben in,lash tbeylike the
Telehand where saloons are owned by
ARNOLD BEIGE EFFECTS-A STRONG SELLER WITH US
tire on the rest of thit4 'element as
The Register office at once.
AT
phone Cumberland 318.
actc.
CLEAN-UP
others than the man in charge and most dangerous men to be., found to what they may expect if brought ALL SEASON FOR SUITS AND SKIRTS
Like tki2 man ibehind
PRICE /2/
1
2c.
in whose name the business is con- any where.
before his court. In the 'matter of
ARNOLD WOOL FINISH BATISTE-A SPLENDID FABRIC.0..cg•It:•
ducted, on a commission, if that sa- tia assassin, they stay in the back- fines ,e
has bezj imposed WAS itic & 15c. CLEAN-UP PRICE toe.
•
to•
loon violates the law and is closed, ground and never come out 'in the uring the sixteen sessions of the
N I•N
A LOT OF FANCY MERCERIZED SATTEENS IN BROWNS
Such men should be held
the real owners. can move the stock open.
court presided over by Judge Pur- CUT FROM Olic AND 15c TO 7%c.
and fixtures elsewhere and open tip up before the public in their true year: This means that some heavy
A LOT OF COTTON CASHMERES (DOUBLE FOLD) CUT
characters, and if so, all of their ill- ,
FROM 15c TO 71
Sunday Morning, July 29, 1906.
/
2c.
with another man in charge. It is.
I
fines
have been handed out, and .11
gotten
gains
w
it
not
them
shield
brewa known fact that some of the
'every instance the offenders merited
Improving Moral Conditions.
eries and wfrole;alers Who recally from. the contempt they so vAll de- them; and as
a consequence me' pubserve
merit.
They
are
men
and,
the
In this column yesterday attention own many saloons require the man
lic
may
expeect
to see- business in
who
plan
plot and
against Nociety
EMBROIDERED SWISS BANDS WITH SCALLOPED EDGEwas called to the fact that conditions in charge to run them regardless of
the city :kcourt become somewhat USED FOR SHIRT WAIST TRIMMINO--$1 25 ONES CUT TO 79c.
and
the
welfare
of
the
people.
are ripe for making permanent the bet- the law in any way possible to harvest
lighter. Like all Men determined to 99c ONES CUT TO 59c.
terment in. the morals of the city. We the dollars relying on their influence
discharge their duties, some obstacles
pOinted out that a city either goes in politics and with the authorities
have built surmounted and some opThe Paducah City Court.'
forward or backward, and said that to afford hirelings protection from
position•swept aside. In many court.;
it rests with the good people to say the law. This is a grave injustice to
There are persons in Paducah; who,
SOME BLIND WORK CLOSELY
RESEMBLING
FRENCH
the prosecuting attorneys have much
GOODS AND SOME ENGLISH EYELET WORK.
which it should be. Reference was the man who owns his saloon and for a purpose, criticise some of the
to do with the action of the court,
$1.25 FLOUNCINGS CUT TO 75c.
made to the progress along the line obeys the law.
This system nas tines imposed in the .city court and
but fortunately for Paducah no such
98c FLOUNCINGS CUT TO 59c.
been
had
much
how
of reform and of
been practiced so long that it has attempt to prejudice others against conditions are permitted by
Judge
79c FLOUNCINGS CUT TO 48c.
aecomplished, ,by a few men in the become a menace to the whole busi- the present method of- dispensing
62c FLOUNCINGS CUT TO 38c.
Puryear: Ile hears the evidence and
face of strong odds, and by way ness and at Covington the brewers justice in that tribunal. That is an
58c FLOUNCINGS CUT TO 35c.
renders judgment in accordance with
of encouragement attention was called of that city and Cincinnati have iisued old game and has been tried, in other f is own
opinions in the matter, and
to the fact that all over the country the a second warning to the saloons in hies before now. Let a man tell
refuses to be influenced from any
better element was actively en- the shape of a circular:
the truth on corporattons or their st urce whatever.
MOST OF THESE ARE FAIRLY WIDE AND OPEN WORK.
gaged in organizing not only to mainasc INSERTIONS CUT TO toe.
tools and at once that whole gang
It is but natural to suppose tlo•
"Those who do not observe the
tain their present advantage but to
25C INSERTIONS CUT TO 17c.
1/1 lll do all in their power to injuto
warning must be made to know," says
such a course meets with disapproval
24c INSERTIONS CUT TO 17C.
plan for the moral uplifting of the the crcular, "that they, if they per- him and say he is sore or has it in
from a certain element of the citi22%C INSERTIONS CUT TO 15c
nation, and appearing to every good sist in noisy Sundays, are certain to for them; or if any of a certain c•ass
zenship,
and
also
35c INSERTIONS CUT TO 22% AND 25C.
of
certain
officials
citizen- of Paducah to become aroused bring disaster upon themselves and are forced to act square quip will
but
the
city
court'
is
for
the
benefit
injury
to the whole trade, and render
to (his full duty by cooperating with
useless the efforts of those joined whine around every chance they get of the whole people, and when any
movement.
others
in
a
all
forward
with us in this movement. We can- and make it appear that they have
one complains of a faithful ofOci ii
UP•
THE CUTS IN THESE GOODS OUGHT 1T,Q 'CLEAN
At the time that article was writ- not afford, to injure the whole trade
been abused.
EVERY
YARD IN ONE DAY.
performing
his,
whole
duty,
one
may
Govthan
an
authority
through
stubborness
or
interference
of
no
less
ten,
x LOT YOKINGS CUT FROM 35c TO
A man is never fined in the city put it down that those who com
ernor Folio of Missouri was engaged the few. Usk% we secure uniformity
PIECE 511c YOKING CUT TO 35c.
court unles, he has violated the law. plain have an axe to grind and are
of
observance,
efforts
will
be
in deliverin,g an, address along the
t
PIECE
$1.50 YOKING CUT TO 50c.
in vain. Those iiv4o are delinquent and he alone is responsible for being
not good citizens. Therefore, .t beidentical line at Pontiac. Ill., to the insist be ma d e
a PIECE 75c YOKLNG CUT TO Soc.
us in this move- there, and should be arraigned.
'hooves all good men to take a .:and
ono
a PIECE 68c YOKING CUT TO 50c.
chatutauqua association, and, an ac- ment."
courts are not established for any and speak .out in defense of officers
a PIECE 75 c YOKING CUT TO soc.
a
in
published
address
his
count of
Those brewezis see/ the hand-writing
• (...1
other purpose than to see Justice who are assailed for doing their
a PIECE $1.00 YOKING CUT TO 69c.
quotes'
yesterday
of
Louis
paper
Sc.
on the wall and aro,now desperately
a PIECE $1.20 YOKING CUT TO 7v.
crevail, and to give all who gl tlevre <Duty, and say to
the croakeers "Vv'e 4 --s 13/1/CE $z.so YOKING CUT TO 75c.
Tim as saying in part:
endeavocing to .,411
._ ,14 the tide that
a'
full
and
ftee
oppertunity
be
"
stand for law and order, and for
"Some 700 years ago Robin. Hood has set in against them. They are rea PIECE $1.25 YOKING CUT TO 75c.
established' himself on the public sponsible for all of the violations of heard If a heavy fine is oiliticist,' upholding our courts and every faith
a PIECE $2.03 YOKING CUT TO 75c.
roads of Ettatind, and exacted tribute
It means that the accused eiihet
PIECE 85c YOKING CUT TO 59c.
tt.:1 officer."
the
law
throughout
country.
If
the
from the travelers on the King's highcommitted On offease to wht'ci the
$2.5o IRISH POINT CUT TO 75e.
PIECE
they own, the places, they can compel
way
fine
fits,
or
Men's
asAs,
4tisnt-se4
4
F'brallti}isted
a
'Iu this latter-day civilization
the men in charge 'to obey the law;
,••14,4
Acre.
49ts•Loints have peti•ioned
repetition of the Robin Hood era and with the influence and power they stantly refuies'' to • obeli.would not be pos,sible. The main
ENOUGH PLAIN MATF.RIAL FOR WAIST WITH EMBROIDexert with the authorities in nearly When men, of theirirobannings.- the mayor and board A public imscientific extractors of wealth today
FRONT AND CUFFS.
provements
protesting
against
longERED
tablish
reptrations
:or
being
1.11,';less
are not so crude as to go about in- every city they could see that other
98c PATTERNS CUT TO 49c.
t the
franchises
and
again
term
should
be'
dangerous,
the
penalties
or
dividually.
They first incorporate men did not violate the law; but no.
75c PATTERNS CUT TO 49c•
an4 which small revenue obtained from certain
and, under the guise of corporation their greed is so
eat that they en- trade heavier eatli 'rte. e..
TERNS CUT TO 75c.
Si.
franchises. If all the business men's
charters, seem, to think they are priv- courage lawle4
hereby force w:II eventually mak'e. 'them ra GoI-Sidl8.1131MTTERNS,CUT TO 88G.
ileged to (1.) what, as, individuals. they
put thon whnie they
:
oyF roc-A ,organizations, would follow the St
69c PATTERNS CUT TO 39c.
itors to do
would not for one moment think of many of their re
Louis example they would have
THE FOLLOWING WAIST PATTERNS ARE SLIGHTLY SOILcitizeto'
Thit
ii.•1*.er
good
likewise.
being
these
things
But
are
doing.
many
of
influence,
but
too
ED.
PLEASE NOTE THE REDUCTIONS:
more
Here in Paducah, out of the sev- co.!) way to to • stat1n. 7114the
corrected. The world is getting betz PATTERN CUT FROM 11.25 '10 585:.
corpuations
dominated
by
them
are
ter, not worse; a moral regeneration enty-seven . saloons, only eleven oi law, and eve n oon: citizen' desi'res
•
x PATTERN CUT FROM It.75 TO 75.
is in progress, not a moral degen- them are
and are but mere adjuncts to the franin t . see the law .4 e. ed, anit
owned
by
men
the'
t PATTERN CUT FROM $3.50 TO Sow.
eration. We are only in. the beginchise grabbers.
•
PATTERN CUT FROM $39'tTO Sono.
niag of the greatest moral awaken- charge of them, and it is also a fact critic:sea tit: ,,:n to• atul °fleets for
ots.
PATTERN CUT FROM It.99.
ing America has ever known. The that the most orderly and, law-abiding doing their duty is not'a good citizen
Mayor
VeiPer
ye•terdly
got
busy
$1.39.
TO
PATTERN
CUT
FROM
Sao
9
next few yrars will be distinguished places are among those few. The no frnattee wha.: la: y be his p ts:tion
and gave notice to the railroads to
r PATTERN CUT FROM $2.98 TO 149.
as the time in which the reign of other sixty-six are owned by wholeor •t•ncling
z PATTERN CUT FROM $2.7 5 TO $1.25.
lawlessness andi of the special privi- sales
maintain watchmen at the C: .ssinns
or brewers ,with men in charge
The city court is one of ihrtftehrt
leges are ended and the doctrine of
and to the traction company to only
equal rights fixed in, national policies who receive a sertain portion of the' important departments in the c.ity collect half-rare
Orom rink-en beprofits. Almost every one of the sa- government
and in the conscience of mankind.
and the manner in
tween
5
years
of age. Now
and.
12
predict
danwho
"There are owns
loons that were refused a license by watch it is conducted has the most
kt the chief executive put a stop ti
ger to our institittions in the agita- the general council in January and
Powerful influence on the moral's of
tion resulting front expo-tires in o!'automobile scorching on the, streets
July were virtually owned by- wholethe community. it can either make.
ficial and business life.
I do not
of Paducah by ordering the police
share in this view. To try mind. Ow salers. Those men are the in es the tile morals good or it can make them
to arre-t all who drive the machines
hope for the perpetuity of this gov- authorities should go after. Let them
bad. At least go per cent of the of- faster than eight miles an hour.
ernment by the p,eople was never be brought before the court for aidfenders against the law in this cio
brighter than now. The fact that ing and abetting
lawlessness, and a
are arraigned before the city court.
this awakening has' come at a time
One of the physicians who attendstop will be putt to the lawless saof great prosperity shows it does .not
It, is there that the young men or ed, the late Mar hall Field for severai
proceed, from a s.pirit of'disconteot loon. They live in high style and are t
c., 1•0 o - st u
(41 the wroao. days, put in a bill for $25,000 and it
1 •:
from ;the moral sense welcomed in certain circles when
with,
road
are
first
-dealt
and their was pad. That is .1 case of robbing
of the peOple. It is simply a determ- they are not one whit better than
-ems the idlest& If the services were worth
court
that
before
to
stamp
out
the
experience
ination
things that the
fellow they are backing andwho
dishonor in pulaiic life and the things
much to do with their future careers. that stnn it means that the physician's
As we are in the midst of hct weather and sleeping is a torthat oppress in private life; a firm has to stand before the public as a
A judicious administration of the time and knowledge is 4, orth $1,403.- ,
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
resolve that government shall be violator of the law. He simply fo!
law will, perhaps, benefit them. The 050 a year.
at present. Come one come all and hear his muse at tio6 S. 4th.
representative, not of the had. No lows instructions.
there, and
petty
hi-might
criminal
is
st.,
gran 'who is doing an 'honest bush.
produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
In the Breathitt county assassinaThe speed limit of automobiles on
ness need fear from. the arousing of
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talkitor machines
the
wrongdoing,
his
in
if
he
persists
the conocience of the people against tions the public censures those who limit in the way of penalties will the streets of Pad:wall is. eight mile;
from Ito to Imo put within the reach of the poor as well as the
stand hack of ohe men who did dm
wrongs." .
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
the
travels
an
hour.
If,
one
of
them
likely 'stop him before it is too late.
Governor Folio lays "we art only killing ntore.than it does the ones
Men who make a business of. viOat- length. of a block in less than onein the beginning of the greatest moo- who (Fell the actual work. So it is
ing the law for :the mgoey theyrmake half of a minute, it is exceeding
al awakening +mcrica has ever with those who hack trtloons with the
the limit and' the driver abould oc
Remember mo records for sale are bin. 35c. to iii. 6oc. 12 in.
known," and wilttelieve the statement understanding that the law i to out of it, shoufd be hatolleevrithout
them.
$1.00.
attested.
police
time
Let
the
for our /Observation has been to the he ignored. That class deserves the gloves and given to understand that
We have high rises operatic records from Soot). $2.00. $3.00,
*till* effect, and for that reason for contempt of all respectable' people. he cannot 'trample with impunity up$4.00,
$5.00. All the latest leading opera singer; from Addalena
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 125
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carat's() and Sourate and Gazorz and
The law should be that saloons on the laws enacted to protect soci- Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
some time past we have been moved
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
to exhort the good people of this mortgaged to any one should be coo: ety from the misconduct of such• ' The hest coal in Paducah.
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect. We
people.
rvcry
ordinanct
enacted
by
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
city to awake to the golden oppor- ducted in the name of that firm. or
don't sell second hand machines or records. Every machine is
tunity for improving the moral coil- company together with the -man who "tbe general contici: as reoresentatives
guaranteed and every record is perfect and ncw. We don't give
The Ozark Hotel.
dltionti of this ctimmunity by re• is in charge of the place, so that for of the people for the protection.' of
carry a fall stock of
eiscounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We
At Creai Sp'ings, Ia., will make
needels and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.
moving maiii-of the pit falls before every violation of the law both life, limb and, propelty is of no effect
rate of Sto per week for the balWe will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zonathe feet of flit...young men and wom- parties •must answer before the sinless the city court mcqu:res ubc- ance of the season; The I. C. railphone.. I have 500 new and latest music from ragtime to the
en, and reducing Ttie evils spread out courts. The man who furnishes the d:ence thereto: The creation of road will give reduced rates. The
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am•
before them. In this city of beauti- fund;, stock and fixtures for a (Dis- dangers on the strc,cts and sidewalks, finest mud, baths in the land at The
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
ful diuretics, magnificent women and orderly place is just as much responsi- invanitary conditions of premises and Ozark, also hot, cold, vapor, spray
from 7 p. m. to to p. m.. No pieces played twice and we play
from 75 to too pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
strong men all should rally to the ble for such plaCes as the man in alleyways and nuisances, the tise of I and shower baths.
I MRS. HARKNESS. Proprietress.
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
bugle call for a campaign against the whose name,the business is conduct- public highways at a dangerous sowed,
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
gross evils that have so long pre- ed. In;Pennsylvania the law prohib- th• regulating of bili'dinas, the acts I
Almost every coal dealer claims
machines, also care of records.
p/ailed in this city. In fine, it is time its a license being granted to a sa- and. conduct of all persons:-. aml his coal is the best but thrre is only
I remain your talking machine friend
for the true manhood and womanhood loon owned by a 'brewery,:a distiller ev-erything that annoys or tominces one ctial that can prove it. The Pittsof the city to assert itself and to or a wholesaler either in whole or the peace, health and safety of the burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
phones No. o. James J. O'Donnell,
stand up boldly for purity and right- In part. By this iaw Pennsylvania public, comes unckr the jurisdiction
THE TALKING MACHINE M AN OF Paducah and don't you
General Manager. _
,12101911
forget it. 6o6 S. stil St. Paducah, Ky.

THE REGISTER

eotesness, and not permit this fair
city to lag in the great and glorintr,
work now so well under. way in
other cities. ' What ,say the churci.
folk and 'moral element?

Several lots of goods tiedian np---many of them at
half our tsrmefselling price. Here they are:

Arnold Fabrics

Big Cuts in Fine Embroideries

18-inch Embroidery Flouncing

' 1'
ts
-104441;-.*
Small Lot of Insertions

1

All-Over Embroidery Yokings

•I

ti
4
4

•

Embroidered Waist Patterns

aid

PURCULIIIHOWSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUQAH. KY

on Glibilvto

THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.

Leading Machine of the World

DON GILSERTO,

gio tirtptt . 000+A.

••

•

--ts.--!.-,_*-irrstemeop •

Every nergy Will Now Be Exerted to Effect; An
Abate

REMODELING SALE
fall========l41=1122

Prices will be cut to the quick to make this sale a quick
and
in justice to themselves investigate this great sale. because it decisive one. All outfit buyers shot l'oci
tion to you. Furnishing your home and making it comfor will become a lasting source of satisfactable
to your happiness. We are ready to help you make a home for your family means a great boon
after yonr own ideal, and also ext
to you the most liberal credit accommodations that will
end
all
ow
you
to pay a little at a time in
amounts your circumstances will permit. :
•
•

•
•

•
•,

•
•
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•
•

•
•
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Dressers

Obina
Closets

Only 35 Cents

We can pleat.e yott in Oak, Malhogony or Birdseye.

Pricees

greatly reduced.

A%. long as they last you will
find big bargains. It will pay

Chairs

A very staple articlt, but
t.hey
Ninny

five piece Cooking Set.

This is strictly first clans goods,
made
of tire brick-lay, and will stand
the teat.

must be

reduce.i

styles- for

your

selection.

_AMIN

,

. An immense line to select
from. Upright, and Manti

rilq

yfiu to tee this line.

Folding
Beds..
to suit everyone.

OUR FAST GROWING BUSINESS DEMAND
S
MORE ROOM, WHICH NECESSITATES THE
ADDITION OF ANOTHER STORY TO OUR
ALREADY LARGE AND COMMODIOUS BUILDING. LARGE REDUCTIONS IN PRICE ON OUR
ENTIRE STOCK WILL BE MADE, FOR THIS
WORK MUST BE STARTED AT ONCE. WE
PROPOSE TO GIVE YOU PRICES THAT WILL
MOVE THE GOODS. DON'T DELAY BUT
COME AT ONCE AND BE CONVINCED THAT
THIS OPPORTUNITY YOU CANNOT AFFORD
TO MISS.

Iron Beds
A lovely v.treety to select from, Present pr:ers will move them quick.

Rockers
You

many.

cannot

have

Something

too
very

tidS

Ranges
"DIRECT ACTION"
All Irte best make, Saves your
gas bills and much labor.
All connection's. made kee of
charge.

staple. het

Go-Carts...
We show you a very late
asrrriment. Entire line rc•
cluced largely in price.

4

Dressing Writing
De
sk
s
Tapetireise
d

e

Something very

You

will save good money by
buying now.

Side-

Parlor Suits boards

useful as well

We must have room, so come and get one of tlaese
while they
ate so cheap. We ace m aking a special
drive in odd Parlor
Divans. Get one.

ornamental. Entire line reduced onethird off. Don't overlook

It

Ai!

Chiffooks
This very

r

artkle

..shl Extension 'rabic .

we offer pat in greet var-

all reduced. Get a nice one :it
a cheap one's
.price.

iety, and prices very tenwt-

•

ing.

•

FANCY
LAMPS
FANCY

VIS/4•411.•.111...11,11•

Or•••••••••••••••,••••••••••••Ir.v...
•
onIlIhrr• v.,.
•M111,41.11~11111=S111011M1.410
,
011iiIILIPOMPIniri.

LAMPS

The largest anss.-tment we have ever
had. Get one
they are to .che4P.

•/.//
10.

i

-

•••••••11111•••Nir ••••••••••
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DAVE,J10•72V.
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SALESROOMS z 12-114-116 14." *TH.
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Garden Hose,Nozzles,Sprinlding Sled*

d D.Hannan

Cyclone Insurance

$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS

Abram L Weil & Co.,

Campbell Building.

Both Phones 369

The Regiater, delivered, 10c per week
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TOE TABLE

SAND DROPPED
ON THE STREET

38.—"The

pRINTING

THAT PLEASES
Phones:

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Queen & Crescent Route

CHATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA

4 20

202-R

uummusta=====
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121 S 4th St.

WM=nienttl===t11312:131111

r.

2.42. It

-777.77.1a77,

:71

IE. H. pURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
533

1-2

Broadway, Paducah, Ky
New 'Phone 490.

MACHINERY BROKE
FOR THREE HOURS THE CITY'S
SUPPLY WAS OFF LAST
NIGHT.

SPECIALTIES:

•s

Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Raid Estate Law.

Candles

and

Lamps Had

To Be

Brought Into Use at Hundreds
of Places Over City.

R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.

rrr7r
I
.
'

T

a boon of inestimable value to the
whole country.
"The practical effect of this new invention will be to increase the present value of the south's cotton crop
nearly $too,000,000 annually. The MANY EDUCATORS REMAIN
growers will be amply paid for the
UNTIL LAST OF NEXT
expense of removrig the stalks -from
their fields and delivery to /he paper
MONTH.
plants, and in addition thereto receive a profit on this product of their
labor.
Samuel Crossland Failed to Make
Paper manufactured from the c4tPercentage High Enough to Get
ton sttalk 's of the strongest texture
and soft finish. It is, reported that
Schorlarship.
several plants will be erected Ailing
the next few months in certain section& of the south which will be :n
Seveeral of the teachers of the city
NI operation by January 1, 1907."
schools have returned from attending the suinimer normal course at
_ Almost every coal dealer claims ttfhle University of Chicago, where
hi a coal is the best) but there is only they have been since the schools
one that can prove it; The Pitts- closed. They report that the others of
lattrg Coal office, 126 Boadway. Both the Paducah instructors atttending
phones No.. 3. James J. O'Donnell; the university will reemain at the institution until sometime the last of
General Manager.
next month

m.a.pa....gmater,reer
,

REMAIN LONGER

—

BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highst

Many busines,a houses, hornets and
other places were practically in darkness last evening for several hours
Will practice in all courts of Ken on account of the machinery at the
gas plant on North Third sect breaktucky.
ing down and it taking until about
9:30 o'clock to get it repaired. Hundreds of places in the city use gas
J. C. Flournoy
. Cecil Re
and the break-down caused considecable inconvenience everywhere.
The rn,ishap ocrured about 6:30
Mr. Lloyd-George was recently reLAWYERS.
Did Not Pass.
o'clock and for tire hours the supply
elected from the Carnaroon district
Rooms to, it and ta. Columbia Bldg was cut off. Many homes that use
Several days ago Samuel Crossland.
gas for cooking purposes had to be England. When the returning officer
PADUCAH, KY.
Jr., was examined for the free scholarascertaine
d
the
figures
the
town
hal.
content with only balf a meal, and
ship tinis county gets in the state col!IMP
supper was not served at many clock showed 12:24 p. it. $The ma- lege
at Lexington. Superinteneent
jority
was
1,224.
places. At all the business houses
Samuel Billington finds that he failed 1.1111111111110P11111•111111111111:211",
first one thing and then another was
to make a percentage high enough to
Attorney at Law.
brought Into use, and the lamp, coal
Pittsburg Coal Co., office No. 146 enter the institution.
oil and candle dealers did a rushRoom No. 5,
Both telephones No. 3.
Paducah. ing btsainess supplying the customers Broadway.
The best coal in Paducah.
Columbia Bldg.
Kentucky with these articles
temporary
Eight Examined.
for
•
The cheapest coal in Paduca.h.
lighting purposes The newspapers
Supee,rintenclent Billington yesterprobably suffered the worst, as all
OLIVER. OLIVER & WOREG
Seaweed parasols were the novelty dny finished the colored examinations,
of them use gas to keep melted the at the
recent Henley regatta. Thc into which eight applicants entered
metal in the linotype machines, and
real weed is used and is skilfully ap- In a few days he will have the papers
as nothing but gas fills the purpose
plied to a background of fine bis- graded and see w'hat percentage tha
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank not a wheel could be turned, until cuit or pastel tinted
gauze. An out- applicants made, and if high enough
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky., nearly 11 o'clock last evening, bee- er layer of gauez is then placed
ovei issue them certificates permitting
cause after the machinery was fixed
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
them to teach in the county school',
it.
at the gas-house, and the supply
if employed.
? ??? ? ????
atallE
New 'Phone 114.
Old 'Phone 484 turned on, it took over an hour for
Owen
Seaman,
the
new
editor
o
the metal to melt into a liquid form.
It was quite laughable to see many London Punch, lectured the othei
Almost every ooal dealer claims
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER of the largest es'tablish'ments
filled night on the art of, parody, "and his coal is the best but there is only
with hundred's of customers. making says the Express, "without a blusl. one coal the* can prove it. The PittsVIM. MARBLE.
their purchases by lamplight or can- he quoted examples of his own paro- burg Coal office, i26 Broadway. Both
dle light, While in the dark places dies to illustrate the apotheosis o phones No. 3. James J. O'Donnell,
the crowds and clerks. ran over each the art."4
General Manager.
other. The only places not affected
were those wing electric lights.
LAWYERS.
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 126
Practice in all the courts of th. Broadway
. Both telephones No. 3
state. Roth phones u.
The best coal in Paducah.
Rooms t, 2 and 3 Register Build
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
ing, 513 1-2 Broadway.
+++++++++++ +

FLOURNOY & REED

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is I "Leader" for the dealer.

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.

W. T MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY

ALBEN W. BARKLEY,

aye You
Started?

1

LAWYERS

•IF

•

a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.

Hendrick, Miller
dtb Marble

H.T. Rivers,M. D.

+ TO MAKE PAPER
FROM COTTON STA LKS

OFFICE tao NOR'SH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:

Before Trading Your
Mechanic's and Farmers
Old Bicycle in on
Savings Bank.
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCLLCO GUI IRMO

.••••••

227 Broadway

Residency a96

Office 251
'
.-The cotton-stalks products company haa been incorporated under the
laws of Nistine with a capital stock of
$15.000.000. It will make paper from
cotton -stalks and wilil maturfartme
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
drnaturired alcohol. It is likely that
several plants wil be established beNext to Kentucky Theatre on North Fifth street they can s ave you
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
fore long.
money, and take your old wheel in exchange. WE WANT
AN UNThis enterprise is said to he the LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
conception of Music Jordan of AtDR. ROBT. J. RIVERS lanta,
president of the Southern CoRemember this is the cheapest house in town on Bicyles and everyto NORTH FIFTH STREET
to?) association and also of the new. thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make
of wheel.
Expel':
copc.rat.on.
machiniits in our repair shop. AB work guaranteed.
Both Phones 355
Mr. Jordan tants tells about cattonOffice hours 8to lo a. m., j to 2 atal4e products in
the Manufacturers'
D. 1. and 7 to 9 O. fra.
Record:
"The ma:-Is"leture of paper from
they fiber of the cotton stalk is one
of the laces' and most interesting in,
ventIona of the new century. For
many years expert inventors. l-ave
been busily engaged caper meneing
EYE, EAR, NOSE ND
with the cot6ai Walk: and it now. apTHROAT.
pears
from recent developments that
Office and Residence, Mom .1 3 sad
a
their labors and experwlittirest of
Columbia Building
money are to be rewarded with sigPhone soaz—Red
nal and striking success.
"Not only have these .investigations
naesed the experimental stage, but
they are rapidly being shaped to be
WE AIRE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLFAplaced into practical operation.
Mit IIHAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
DENTIST.
"It has been unquestionably (lemonIT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
Office over Globe Bank and Trust orates, that ali grades of
payer. from
the best form of linen grade to the OFFER YOU.
Co., 306 Broadway.
lowest', can be manufactuEed from
cotton stalks 'Ply time s not now
itt=========21=1:1
far distant when paper plants equipFor the next few days Wallpaped with all modern machinery and
per
that is usually sold elsewhere
devices for making paper and the
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
utilizatOn of other by-products will
ljC per roil.
4
be built and placed in operation
..Paper
usually sold at roc we will
through exit
the
cotton - growing
states of the south.
sell for Sc.
"The establishment of these .. mills
... Paper usually sold at Sc we will
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
for the manufacture of paper from
sell at sc.
cotton staincts will at once develop a
We carry a large and complete
(Homeopathist.)
new nclustry of quite enormous proline of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
porions and institute the irt;liration
Office 306 Broadway—Phone tao
and Window Shades in all colors.
of
a waste product which at -the presResidence, 819 BroadwaR.
A large line of roofing and buildent time ihtas conwaratively. 1 ittle or
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
Phone 149.
no value. It will prove the entering
t=2:2222:12=
wedge of cheCking the present increasing cost of paper. -which is beUlaiNIUMMENEMBLI
coming such a burden upon the newspaper industry of the country.
Architect and Superintenctent.
"It is eatimasted that on an area of
land producing a bale of cotton at
tot Frate:nity Building.
least one ton of -stalks can be witha' Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone p ered. Upon this basis of calculation
this new industry can annually de•
PAINCAH,
KENTUCKY. pend upon from to
onocxxi to 1 2,000.000 tons of raw material. This w'llPictures, Diplomas, Certificaten not only furnish necessary supplies 4-aU+ acastaVt/-1-MA
I h0S-V-c-a-%-s-ras--Aisasasaaas-a-asas-,-;,..a..
Water and Oil Colors,
to mee.t
dr-v-inds but als,v
permit of the export of pulp flr fin
Mottos and Calandera
04

DR. R. E. UMW

MOW

YOUR CORRISPONDENCU
BY USING THE

GREAT SALE

Or. Childress

WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway

• Dr. Sidney Smith

"[ARNOW
MINIM

C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.

Ta

/ayes 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.

0.D. Schmidt

C. C. Lee. 315 Bwav,Underwood Typewriter
241 BROADWAY

NEW YORK.

MAIN AND FOURTH STREET LOUISVILLE kY

j: E. COI)i_sON,

Framed right up to date in five mils
utes time at the

PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
46.1 arnaderay.

Jim Duffy
403% Broadway.

P-essing and Cleaning
.0111.-111

•

.. •
'
oc.•
but few plants- laca.ed
t.le
,"The bullc of the material going n.
to the manufacture of paper at the
present time it spruce pine. whic,h is
annually becoming more expcnaive in
the depleCtim of tlie Tnresea att:',1 the
/sigh prices which- such tinker command, in the markets for other uses.
The utilization of a waste product
attich as the cotton stalk, manufacsays..
aShiltt.- Aral II&
i•

Paducah Transfer Company

in
PLU
MBI
NG.
..
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133.

(Incor arated.)

General Cartoge Business
Superior Facilities for
Handling Freight, Machinery
11 and Household g3oq1s.

220 N. Third
IMI•a /011•11..AMIllat -•••.• Alla

........•

..• -

. D II 6le

irlieS.0914

°Mc.,
2nd aria mionroe
Both 'Ph )n eta

"...-••••••

"LDEST! 1UNOST

ANGSTAFFAIRM
Sash and
I
r%WY

leg."'• '

r‘O PLETE

riANUFACTUtING %„/OMPAN
Incorporated.

nLANT

Owning their own Saw and
F Door House in rADUCAH, KY.
....Planing Mills and Dry Kiln
Having just added a HARDWOOD FLOORING Department we are NOW ,MANUFACTURING OAK, and BEE
We are making especially low prices on house bills.
Flooring, end matched, bored and kiln dried.
GET OUR. PRICES ON "TWIN" OAK AND BEECH HARDWOOD FLOORING

LET US FIGURE WITH YOU

BOTH PHONES 26
Quality Rather
Than Price.
Wihen you are sick, when you se.:
your chances to ke well for a few
cents?' Certainly outA little diflerence in the .qua1i4 of drugs used
hi filling your prescriptions, soneetimeS malaes a big difference in the
results expected by the doctors.
'itri in the drug business by
•choice,.'ind because we like it. Did
'you ever notice that those who like
their work are usually the best work'men? This applies to all lines of business or proferiRm. )us policy is to
,give the best pottbYdativality at a reasonable price, and to give our patrons
just a little friar! than they expect in
. good .eg,skiJety lii*Mikliest quality.
Just, tri-y..94: next, time. We guaran-- tee pirfee satisYacoOn.
es.)
,4:40" 14%401

McPherson's
!FOUR fTHA

BROAIAVAY.

SAMPLE

OF

THE

POPULAR

SONGS

OF

THE

438 South Second

DAY

Special Ten Day's Sale

NOTICE.

The music of the popular songs of the day may be pretty and catchy,
bat as literary gems the majority a:-e failures. Here is a sample:
Will the Whistles Blow , in Heaven?
A little girl lay moaning on her fevered bed of pain,
The spark of life was fluttering fa;nt and low;
The factory foreman's face did dance in her delirious brain,
She thought she.' heard the well-known whistles blow.
"Go mother, bring my lunch," she cried; "they'll fine me if I'm late;
I'm weary, but I do net dare to say."
Her mother spoke of peace and rest beyond the pearly gate,
0But unto her the dying child did say:
CHORUS.
•
upin heaven, mother dear?
seven
"Will the whistles blow at
Will I have to stand and tremble when the boss gets on his ear?
Will they dock me after I have trudged through miles of sleet and snow
If they do, my anged mother, I would rather never got"'
'[lie 'hale girl, she did not die, but qii•ckly she got well;
She grew more beautifuller year by year;
At last a lover came to her—a big, broad-chested swell,
Who spent his week days jerking lager beer.
One night they sat out in the park, his arm around her clinched,
When, hark! a whistle sounded far away.
"That's twenty-three for us," he said; "come on before we're pinched."
She took his arm and sadly she did say;

TO THE CITIZENS OF PADUCAH, KENTUCKY:
We have completed arrangements
whereby J. E. VVIilliarnson & Co., of
Paducah, Ky.,'have become the agents
of your city for our celebrated Green
River White Bleaching Stone.
Anyone desiring anything in Cemetery work, would do well to see J.
E. Williamson & Co., and g ve this
material their consideration before
placing their order.
Very respectfully,
F. J SCHOLTZ & SON.

EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO

4.9

We are offering a 20 year Gold Fi
llin gm Movemnt,r
l ra
l
for
A Seth Thomas tia.00 Mantel Clock for
Roger's z847 Knives and Forks, a set,
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a se t,
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons. a set
Our entire line of Cut Glass at 3 o per cent. off of regular price.
Our Hand Painted China, fine as any line in the city, at so per
ea regular price—you must see this line to estimate fully the bargia
are ollfering.
A special reduction on every art icle in our store for ro days
strictly for cash—
Our repairs must give you satis factio,s.
Byes tested free.

Almost every coal dealer claims
his coal is the best but there is only
one coal that can prove it. The Pittsburg Coal effice, 12i Broadway. Both
phones No. 3. James J. O'Donnell,
General Manager.

Eye-See Jewelry-Co.
31.5 BROADWAY, GUTHRIE'S 941,111AND.
J. A. KONETZICA, JEW ELER AND OPTICIAN.
21 Years Experience.

Budweiser, king of bottled beer, in 9
family size cases of two dozes,
bottles to the case delivered to any Su
p;:rt of the city on short notice. Anet
hauser-Busch Brewing association
branch. Both phones 112. 3. H.
Steffin, manager.

. . s

scribe For The( Roost
(

e

CHORUS
"Will they whistle at eleven up in heaven, Percy, dear?
William John Roberts was sent tc
Will they always hoitt in on us when we're loving most sincere?
for forgery in Loddon the othprison
blow?
to
when
us
Will angel coppertetine around and tell
Once he was rich, but hit
day.
er
go!"
never
rather
would
fi
I
Percy,
darling
If they do, my
told him he had only a short
doctors
WVIITZF--Bilious people to take
—Charles Hamilton Musgrove.
time to live and he squandered hie
r Capsules 25c. R. W.
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler• money. He recovered and povertg' ,
WALKER & CO., Fifth and Broad'31
i
f
led him into crime.
way.
RAM'S HORN BROWN'S
The liquidator appointed by the
PHILOSOPHY.
It Mai Happens.
resigovernment to manage the
Erench
FOR RENT—Eight-room
9 understand you played • solo ai
All modern
-dence in %Vest End.
property of the Carthusian monk!
- -thi5 wor d like the musicale last night."
The only thi47
conveniences. Apply to L. S. Du- e boy is a man.
sold by auction recently the trade"No; merely an accompaniment."
Residence Phone
Bois.
sang."
mark of the Grand Chartreuse, to Mlles Phone 369.
nobody
"Why,
be01.111'
Unless we!ttillidd for
talkef."—
True. But everybody
gether with the right to reproducc
ginning we begin wrong.
F013. RENT---Three story brick
'the form of the bottle. The trade
Some of God's best gifts are Chicago News.
building at 103 South Second, now
mark realizeeNt25,000.
ra pped u in very common paper.
Those College Habits,.
Distilleries
'occupied by Paducah
New York City consumes nearly
It is easier to knock a man down
*Te be frank, this is uretty.ileum
company_
mi,I.lion units of electricity pe:
1,000
cheek.
other
the
turn
to
is
than it
cooking, old man."
while London, with nearly
annum,
takes all that God and a good
It
*1 know It, but my irks is limit.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
population, consumes no
the
double
man
good
a
mother can do to make
of college."
Able-bodied unmarried men between
of that amount
one-fourth
more
than
us
let
nothing,
done
have
we
her
I
let
If
"Still,
wouldn't
haal.alasmh-s
-ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
The consumption per head of populs
something
do
may
We
now.
Sun.
begin
Chicago
'States, of good character an tempe•
twin in New York is stated to bi
rate habits, whe can speak, read and yet.
Nasty.
282 Units, against only 42 per hear'
God
for
love
our
does
What
-write English. For information apretells-I said a word AIN alibi in London.
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich- amount to if it isn't doing men any that made Clarence the hinlielle
The idea of teaching children ti
good?
mond' House, Paducah, Ky.
ea earth.
REXIDNIOCZ PHONE
read phrase by phrase or sentence by OFFICE PHONE 41114-4
In killing snakes it is better to cut
Zileen—Why, I didlat•Aweew pre St
th.
of
instead
the
outset,
ntence
at
of
foot
a
than
cad
an
of
off
inch
IJOrr--Orre double set of harness
were going to retain Mitesnlihrialand
old-fashioned alphabet method of th
between Palwer Transfer stable, tail.
Leader.
present word system, is advanced by
are
ten
every
of
out
•Nine
men
city- Rite/Maxon, Ky. The finder not
_
Director De Croly, of the Bruise'
Open to Oenwitilim
blind and the one who can't see may
1•
4Special
ac
of
Instruction,
Institute
crowd.
iher.•aelsearso,
lead a
'Me you believe to
cordinp to a translation for the Liter
A dollar fiddle in tune makes be- User asked the mystdcal iwasmia.
FOR SALE-35 Acre improved
"I don't know." answenaliothe man ary- Digest.
farm, Maxon Mills. fine creek bottom, ter music than a pipe organ out of
who weighs his opinions; 'I have
The Dublin coropration has decidonly $750.00. Apply 613 Broadway. tune.
How much good some of us could never sees It tried."--sWealilagton ed "to have all the municipal carts
AI..MCA
lettered in Erse characters.
FOR RIbig-thtvnitibal rreittiliter do "if we didn't wait until tomorrow Star.
Doctors' coachmen in Berlin weal
rent for roomers or light housekeep- to begin.
Had To.
.
We would have more revivals if
ing, at 329 South Thirdi
Jimeon Well. well' Thattha_Sain white hats, so that a physician's car3 Horse Power Motor. ''ma A
we had more preaching aimed at tb: dime I ever saw you give.Averentan riage may be easily recognized iii
$ Norse Power Mow.
LOST—A gold }octet with diam- sinners on the front seats.
case of necessity.
your seat in a crowded ear.
s% Herm Power Motor.
ond in center. and photo inside. ReWagner's
The value of the service does not
opera,
"Die
Meistersing
Jayson • Not so loud. phases. That's
II Sam Power Mater.
a
te•
be
imil
WeiV
Adolph
turn to
Cr." -will sung for the first time in
consist in what is done, but in thef our cg.- Cleveland Leadt:r.
r to Horse Power Motor. e.i54
warded.
state of heart with which it is done.
America at the-Metropolitan Oyer.Iwo Light Ammo.
FOR RENT-300# apil•tment in
When a man says "I will," soma
Home, January a, 11186.
Kart* lasing may be done, bot when a 111GSans Solid apartments.
1
r.E. Cochran. Ninth
Luau says "I will" something has
got to be done.
foot counters
ee
FOR SA
and show ca•ig)tveatione 3 foot coun- WISDOM OF THE ANCIENTS
121-123 North Fourth Street
. J. D. Sowers
ter and shoeF
jewelry stortiOttalielvtay. Cheap.
Attention to the small things is the
YOU'VE BEEN THINKING.
economy of virtue.—Chinese maxim
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 12; Provided a woman be wel princiof it for some time. Why not enter now?
Hundreds of our students
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
pled she has dowry enough.—Plantus. are filling good positions. The Demand is greater than ever before.
..
•
t
Paducah.
hes
L
c
in
Ile
Where the love of the people is as• The cheapest coal in Paducah.
sured the seditious are thwarted.NO TIME LIKE 1'HE PRESENT.
•••tp•r,..• ;PT
Bias.
Our Bookkeepers and Stenographers succeed where others fail. Call
: )lac gone to Ten,
'Mir., Silas' 'Joni
He is truly rich who resires noth
nessee on a drumming trip for the Mg, and he is truly poor who covets at college office and thei rletters will convince you. We secure positions
free. No graduates unemployed.
Relpleopf buggy Boll!. .
all —Solon.
Miissee •flanche Ifigirall#f and Mabel
It is a greater offense to steal dead
'Roberts have returned from attending men's labors than their clothes
the summer normal course at the
Synesius.
Univer,ity of Chicago.
To do a kindness to a had man iBoth Phones No. 110.
203. 205 B. T
like sowing your seed in the sea.-Phocylides.
We mild either to he silent or
weak- things, better than silence.-Phythagoras.
The public has more interest in the
eimishment of an injury than he wh,.
Our delivery service is yours for suffers it.—Cato.
'the asking-absoluie!•.' ':ree. Use it
early and often, or late if you wish
There is livig at Recife, near Per
—as late as to- o'clock at night. namleico, a child of five and a hal
Don't hesitate lo5 use it. We guar- years of age, who Is four feet twr
antee satistalrit'..' if-the foods we inches in height, and who boasts of
send out doiii suit you return them moustache and a deep bass voice.
immediately. Our goods are always
'worth the money to us.
- Mrs. L. A. Washington and chilWe make haste.
,-drealtare visiting n the east

Abram L. Well & C
FIRE INSURANCE

Canripbell Block.

4. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Build

•11i11

We have on 64477
For Sale: • • • .?1,-!

FOREMAN Mt'
Novelty Works.

PADLCAll CEN7RAL

S. P. POOL,

L. 0. STEPHE1

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS

PADUCAH CENTRAL

THE BUSINESS COLLEGE

306 BROADWAY

175 -PHONE -175

and do your drug shopping

place your fall orders tc
NOTICE TO CONSUMERS OF COAL; Do notWait
for
soon.

prices on our

TRADEWATER COAL

•A men's wife may be his better
half, but be usually does all the bettirrk.
Pelvic are fond of telling their
itnneinary troubles, but not their real
ones.
nth and Wimp, Go to the gas meter, thou sluggard:
cenaklor its ways and become busy.
Both noose tys.

R. W. W LHER & CO.,
rNcosPoRkterik
nruatits

IT IS the BEST and price will be the cheapest
Coal for wagons at Elevator
Both Telephones 254.
Foot of

OHIO
Street.

est Keotuckv C al Co
LLY

